
Innovations 
 

ACE Engineering Co., Ltd 

mijin1749@aceeng.kr  

5316 

 Basic design (HVAC, architecture, plumbing); 

 Arrangement design (HVAC, architecture, plumbing, outfitting, E&I, structure); 

 Fabrication design (HVAC, architecture, plumbing, outfitting, E&I, structure); 

 Ace PRMS (Design 3D Modeling Dara Network System). 

 

ALFRA GmbH 

export@alfra.de  

6017  

 New ALFRA Permanent Magnets TM400R - now also available for pipes up to 

400mm diameter; 

 New ALFRA Permanent Magnet Drill Stand SP-V for hand-Held Drilling machines; 

 New ALFRA Magnetic Base Drilling Machine RB80SP-RLE with permanent magnet, 

variable speed selection and reversible speed function. 

 

Allpacks International BV 

info@allpacks.nl  

4203 

Allpacks International offers a wide range of vibratory hammers and hydraulic power 

packs for the offshore and construction industry. The range varies from vibratory 

hammers in different sizes to power packs for offshore applications. Allpacks has its own 

inhouse engineering and production facility to ensure highest level of quality. 

 

Alphadynamic Pumps 

info@alphadynamic.eu  

2108 

Air operated, new generation air operated diaphragm pumps RUBY Line, for marine 

industry. Available in PP, PVDF, ALUMINIUM and AISI 316.Use in potentially explosive 

atmospheres ATEX II 2 GD c II B T4. New generation diaphragms (Unified)  for long life 

operation. 

 

Alphatron Marine   

info@alphatronmarine.com  

3405 

With the combined strengths of Alphatron Marine and JRC we keep developing 

technologically advanced marine electronics and concepts and supplying to customers 

worldwide. At Europort we will showcase the latest integrated Alphabridge concepts for 

all type of vessels, which will redefine bridge design as we know today. 

 

Amco Veba 

commerciale@amcoveba.it  

8401  

Amco Veba Marine designs, manufactures and supports an extensive range of folded 

telescopic and articulated cranes for the marine environment and onshore. Applications 

range from cranes mounted on workboats, fishing and fish farming vessels and quay 

sides – and more than 150 model variants. 

 

Aquametro Oil & Marine AG 

info@aquametro-oil-marine.com  

8006  

Get to know following products: 

 CONTOIL® VZF II; 

 DIESEL SWITCH; 
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 Homogenizer; 

 Water Fuel Emulsifier; 

 Shaft Power Meter; 

 Fuel Performance System. 

 

ATECA the dutch water expert 

info@ateca.nl  

4310 

The ICA-system successfully removes Legionella or other harmful bacteria from water. 

The ICA system is based on the usage of copper and silver ionisation. A state-of-the-art 

technique that finds its origin in a method that has been used over hundreds of years to 

eliminate harmful bacteria in our drinking water. 

 

AVENTICS B.V. 

info.nl@aventics.com  

1320  

Marex Pneumatic Valve Control System (VCS):  

Tank ballast and tank sounding systems, proven technology reinvented, reliable and 

environment friendly; 

Marex Propeller Phase Synchronization (PPS):  

Increase the comfort on board and reduce underwater noise; 

Extreme Dry Air unit:  

Keeping your components free of moist with our cost effective solution. 

 

Avia Marine Services B.V. 

partner@aviamarineservices.com  

P113  

Avia Marine Services B.V. offers: 

 Flight tickets based on discounted worldwide marine air fares with special 

conditions on regular and low-cost carriers; 

 Train tickets; 

 Transfers for seamen and offshore crews; 

 Hotel reservations for groups and individuals; 

 Travel insurance with basic and extended coverage; 

 Visa support; 

 Management /delivery of marine travel documentation; 

 After-sale support 24 hours / 365 days. 

 

Aviso Instruments B.V. 

info@redsmonitoring.com  

6120  

REDS Maritime, a revolutionary egine monitoring system, gives insight in the status and 

efficiency of marine engines. Devations in engine performance are detected weeks in 

advance. This can prevent damages, component failure and ship downtime. Measurement 

data is accessible 24/7, offshore and on-shore. Both real-time and available for trend 

analysis. 

 

AVT HydraulIQ 

info@hydrauliq.nl  

4302  

We have designed our own Quick Response Manufacturing System (QRM), an approach 

to manufacturing which emphasizes the beneficial effect of reducing internal and external 

lead times. QRM is based upon an extensive inventory and efficient fabrication process; 

creating a healthy, reliable, lean project result. 
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Bachmann electronic GmbH 

info@bachmann.info  

1512  

Integration of AMS, PMS, CMS, etc. in a Redundant solution is possible with our modular 

PLC-based product range, offering over 160 different I/O interfaces.  

Bachmann hardware matches the harsh conditions in the maritime and offshore industry. 

We take pride of extremely high availability and the use of state-of-the-art technologies. 

 

Moteurs Baudouin  

contact@baudouin.com  

1222  

Baudouin is proud to launch our new IMO III / EPA IV Emissions System at the Europort 

2017 show.  This system, along with a significantly improved M26.3 engine, complies and 

exceeds the IMO and EPA standards defined for international seas, US coasts and 

recreational crafts. 

 

Bega Special Tools 

info@bega.nl  

2012  

Smart Mounting and Dismounting of Bearings and other Machine Parts 

with the new Generation of Medium Frequency Induction Heaters. The new Betex MF 

Quick-Heater 3.0 is suitable for mounting and dismounting bearings and other machine 

parts made of steel, stainless steel or titanium. The smart processor technology ensures 

high quality operation. 

 

BLRT Grupp AS 

blrt@blrt.ee  

7100   

BLRT Grupp has signed a cooperation agreement with South Korean company Panasia, a 

leader and the world's largest manufacturer of ballast water treatment systems. These 

systems allow ship owners significantly reduce the impact on the environment. Repair 

yards successfully carry out modernization projects- installation of scrubbers and BWTS 

on vessels. 

 

Royal Bodewes  

info@royalbodewes.com  

1716  

 LNG bunker vessels; 

 Self-discharging cement carriers. 

 

 

Bureau Veritas 

7306  

Bureau Vertitas likes to keep its customers informed. Several times a year we issue a 

digitial newsletter named 'BV182' containing the latest news and important events in the 

maritime world. To stay up to date with all the newest information please visit 

www.bv1828.nl. 

 

CARMAT B.V. 

sales@carmat.nl  

2007 

Our latest vinyl ranges are designed for heavy traffic use on ships, workboats and 

offshore platforms. The fabric follow the latest trends, are easy to clean and maintain, 

UV-resistant and are IMO approved. Gerflor PVC Karavel, Cruiser New Generation and 

Mariner also follow the trend colours for the following years.   
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CG Drives & Automation (Emotron) 

info.nl@cgglobal.com  

2011  

 New 4-line display; 

 Compact drive 200kW; 

 Complete range frequency drives 690V 1,5kW-3000kW; 

 DNV approval. 

 

Changshu Longteng Special Steel Co.,Ltd. 

lttg@lttg.cn  

8320 

Section steel for shipbuilding industry :  

Grade: A,B, D,AH32,AH36,DH32,DH36, EH36 

1,Bulb flats , Standard: EN10067:1997 ,Specification:HP80*6-HP430*20 

2,Inverted angle bar ,Standard: JIS G 3192-2008 Specification :L200*90*9*14-

L450*125*11.5*8 

3,Equal/ unequal angle bar, Standard :JIS G 3192-2008 Specification :L50*50*4-

L250*250*35 / L75*50*5-L200*100*14  

 

Products have been approved by CCS,DNV-GL,ABS,LR,BV,RINA,KR, 

NK,RMRS classification societies. 

 

CiDRA 

customersupport@cidra.com  

2006  

CiDRA’s SONARtrac Flow and Entrained Air Measurement System is the only flow 

measurement technology that can provide a measurement of the percent of entrained 

gas/air in the slurry mixture. The systems wrap around the outside of the pipe, are safely 

installed while process is running, require no maintenance, no recalibration.  

 

CMW Foundries - Cruz Martins & Wahl 

cmw@cmw.pt  

1725  

 Project; 

 Pattern Shop; 

 6 Moulding lines; 

 Core shop; 

 Melting; 

 Heat treatment; 

 Finishing operations; 

 Final quality control; 

 Non destructive testing; 

 Quality Assurance. 

 

Conoship International B.V. 

conoship@conoship.com  

8002   

 Concept ship design; 

 Research & Development with Conoship Research & Consultancy; 

 The strength of delivering a complete package; 

 Project development with Conoship Projects; 

 Unique designs. 

 

Consilium B.V. 

sales@consiliumholland.nl  

3204   
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The Leakage Alarm System LAS-10 system is a fire prevention system for engine rooms, 

that actively detects fires before they occur, by measuring the content of airborne oil 

droplets, by sensor technology. This solution is unique on the market today. 

 

CSI Control Systems BV 

info@csi-systems.nl  

121   

CSI Control Systems stand out for its fast delivery, competitive prices and the robust 

quality of its VMS Systems. The response time within the CSI system is <10 milliseconds. 

In order to reconstruct the event, for fault finding purposes, a fast and correct recording 

of the relevant data is needed. 

 

DA HEUNG Eng. co., ltd. 

topsales@topvalve.co.kr  

5309   

This is K-TOP VALVE in Korea. We have been established for 17 years as an exporter and 

manufacturer of Valves. We have professional experience in this field of business for 

providing high-quality products at a reasonable price. 

 

Danfoss B.V. 

marketing@danfoss.nl  

 1306 

Danfoss Medium Voltage drive: VACON 3000. Heavy duty industries face some of the 

most complex and competitive engineering environments on the planet. Your industry 

and your applications demand adaptability in Medium Voltage drives, where reliability, 

robustness, space and weight are crucial – and downtime is a disaster. 

 

Dellner Brakes AB 

info@dellner-brakes.com  

1719 

Dellner Brakes are exhibiting their world first fully automated, electrical ‘stopping, 

turning, locking’ shaft braking system (patent pending). It’s compact, cost effective to 

install, simple to use, hard wearing, easy to maintain, and perfect for applications where 

a clean environment is paramount or for use in green shipping zones. 

 

Diesel Engines Online 

info@dieselenginesonline.com  

4200  

Come and check out how we demonstrate testing a Cummins fuel pump. 

 

Dintra Transmissies VOF 

info@dintra.nl  

8400 

Griffin long life fuel filtration systems separate water and other damaging contaminants 

from fuel at 99.8% efficiency. The Microbloc® technology can filter particles down to 2 

microns in size. The filtration systems and replacement parts are interchangeable with 

other brands, such as Racor, Sierra, Volvo, Donaldson, Fleetguard, and more. 

 

Dragflow S.r.l. 

info@dragflow.it  

4015   

Dragflow egineering team is constantly designing new products, remote controlled 

dredgers, cutting tools (DTM), super duty pumps, high head and high capacity pumps for 

several application in dredging and industrial sectors.  

 

Dredge Yard 
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info@dredgeyard.com  

3108  

Dredge Yard developed reliable ECO Dredgers that are self-propelled and fuel efficient. 

They are low-maintenance, but service engineers can be available within 48 hours. The 

multipurpose ECO Dredgers are available as cutter suction, auger, plain suction and 

wheel dredgers. The auger head is equipped with active visors for zero turbidity. 

 

Drie-D BV 

info@drie-d.nl  

2005  

 Slide bearings; 

 Spherical bearings; 

 Bearing pads; 

 Guide shoes; 

 Composite bearings; 

 Certified brake lining. 

 

DSR CORP. 

wkhong@dsr.com  

5019  

DSR products quality is still on improving, by running individual R&D facilities. We have 

got certification of ISO 9001, TS16949, permission of marking JIS and CE mark, 

admission of factory from classifications, such as KR, LLOYD'S, ABS, DNV, BV, CCS, API, 

GL. 

 

Elite Marine Corporation 

bwts@ntelitemarine.com  

8325  

Seascape ® - BWMS has already obtained the type approval certificates of IMO, USCG-

AMS, ABS, BV, CCS, LR, NK, GL, RS and etc. We can offer service as below: on site 

survey, 3D scanning, installation, commissioning, maintenance, and spare parts supply 

etc. 

 

Elma bv 

elma@elmabv.nl  

2104  

Elma is the exclusive Lilaas distributor in the Benelux. 

Lilaas is one of the leading manufacturers of different types of joysticks and control units 

for the marine and offshore market. The products range from simple single-axis 

joysticks, steering wheels and rudder controls to azimuth control units and joysticks in 

multi-axis versions. 

 

Elomatic 

info@elomatic.com  

1616  

 Virtual and augmented reality solutions in detail design process; 

 Four phases to success – optimizing ship retrofit projects; 

 Getting ballast water treatment solutions right; 

 Cleaning exhaust gases in shipping; 

 Energy efficiency and CO2 emissions – shipping playing its part; 

 Ship operability analysis. 

 

ELSTO Drives & Controls 

info@elsto.eu  

2306   

The SFC electromagnetic motor brake is specially developed for use in offshore 

applications, but also for use in dusty applications as mining, foundries and steelworks. 
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The brake is available in two versions, integrated version for use on ELSTO supplied 

brake motors, and modular B5 version for use with standard motors. 

 

European Pump Services B.V. 

sales@epsbv.com  

2107 

 Service Level Agreements (SLA) tailor made; 

 Cargo discharge systems for asphalt and bituminous products; 

 Bunker systems. 

 

Everlux 

commercial@everluxmaritime.com  

1708 

Everlux App:  

Simplifies your work when conducting on-board surveys and whenever you require safety 

signs. It provides you the full range of Everlux signage on your mobile/tablet; 

Everlux Project maritime:  

Free software tool designed to support you in the development of safety signage projects 

for the marine and offshore markets. 

 

Farad sa Heat Exchangers 

info@farad.gr  

4112  

 Air Coolers for shipboard use, either for Main Engine or Diesel Generator; 

 Oil Coolers, with straight or U-bended tubes, for Main Engines and Diesel 

Generators; 

 Fresh Water Coolers, with straight or U-bended tubes, for Main Engines, Diesel 

Generators and upon request; 

 Steam Condensers and Freon Condensers-special types of Shell & Tube Heat 

Exchangers operating in conditions of high temperature and pressure. A product 

field that Farad supports with construction of new Condensers, part replacement 

or existing re-tubing; 

 Heaters for fresh water, oil or fuel with straight or U-bended tubes, for Main 

Engines and Diesel Generators; 

 Electric Heaters designed to work with high viscosity crude oils as well as 

lubrication oils and water when there is no other heating medium available; 

 FARAD 's Marine Gas Oil (MGO) cooling units. They follow the official regulations 

for low-sulphur marine fuel. It is the most reliable, value-driven solution when 

switching to low sulphur fuel. 

 

Fender Innovations b.v. 

info@fenderinnovations.nl  

1821 

Fender Innovations presents its latest innovation in fender technology, 

the “BULL Technology Inside” system. This new system ensures that the load, the 

damping capacity and the technical lifetime of our fender systems increases dramatically 

and a weight  reduction over 20% occurs. The Bull technology is best suited to high and 

frequent loaded systems. 

 

FLIR Systems 

flir@flir.com  

3010  

Featuring advanced FLIR cooled thermal technology, the new high performance FLIR 

M500 multi-sensor camera provides professional captains with enhanced awareness, 

superior imaging and long-range target identification capabilities. It is the latest addition 

to FLIR’s award-winning M-Series range, which includes the M400 multi-sensor thermal 

camera and the M100 and M200 cameras. 
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FuYuan Turbo Co.,Ltd. 

fuyuanturbo@sina.com  

8318  

 Marine turbocharger; 

 Marine turbo spare parts. 

 

GEA 

nederland@gea.com  

1402   

 High-performance compressors for natural refrigerants; 

 Clean separator disks in 20 minutes with GEA EffiClean; 

 Digital control generation GEA IO: fit for tomorrow's autonomous shipping; 

 GEA PerformancePlus: New Service Concept Ensures Optimum Productivity. 

 

Gilbert Gilkes & Gordon Ltd. 

j.giles@gilkes.com  

1726  

Gilbert Gilkes & Gordon provides pumping solutions for raw & fresh water engine cooling 

applications. LTA, Jacket water & Dual pumping designs for high & low temperature 

circuits encompass advanced sealing technology. Gilkes – pump specialists since 1856. 

 

GKN Service Benelux B.V. 

Powertrainservices.Benelux@gkn.com  

7316  

GKN Powertain Services now utilizes the most advanced services technologies and 

focuses on offering high-end solutions where the skills of our service engineers and the 

quality of the tools and processes used are the differentiator, such as: 

 Preventative Maintenance; 

 Powertrain Inspection; 

 Thermography; 

 Vibration Analysis; 

 Field Balancing; 

 Laser Alignment; 

 Torque Measurement & Monitoring; 

 Online and Offline Condition Monitoring Systems. 

 

Global Industrial Co. Ltd. 

seaky687@163.com  

8311  

 Rubber dredging hose; 

 Anchor; 

 Fender; 

 Rubber buoy; 

 Floater; 

 Snifter ball; 

 Dredging spare parts; 

 Steel pipe; 

 Hydraulic valve; 

 Casting and forging parts. 

 

Haesung Enterprise Co.,Ltd 

sales@marinmax.co.kr  

5019  

Highly durable Monofilament(PE) 

 Developing an alternative to PET and PP material; 

 As mechanical properties, having strength of 10g/d and elongation of 10%. 
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Fiber Rope (High durable PE Rope)     

 Available size : ST: 40mm(1-9/16")-120mm(4-3/4"); 

 Higher tensile strength and lower elongation than regular composite rope. 

 

Hatenboer-Water 

info@hatenboer-water.com  

3105 

Hatenboer Water engineers, assembles and factory tests reverse osmosis installations. In 

addition to high spec and customized systems, we also offer standard series from stock. 

The latest models in these standard series will be presented at Europort 2017. 

 

Hatraco B.V. 

sales@hatraco.com  

7315  

For Hatraco this Europort will be about engine starting products. Whether there is a need 

for air-, hydraulic-, spring-, electric driven starting products, Hatraco is your single 

source to start any industrial engine. 

 

Heinzmann GmbH & Co. KG 

info@heinzmann.de  

1317  

 XIOS - The modular, universal XIOS controller which presents an entirely new 

generation of ECU. 

 MVC 01-24 – EFI controller for solenoid actuated electronic fuel injection of 

industrial diesel, gas and dual fuel engines up to a maximum of 24 cylinders. 

 

P. Hoenderop BV 

info@hoenderop.nl  

3203 

 Marinepool Lume-on Life jackets; 

 Propership cleaners; 

 Norsap 1600; 

 Solar panels flexible. 

  

Hoesch Schwerter Profile GmbH 

1730 

Reduce the time you require for the manufacturing of your assemblies by directly 

installing our special ready for installation profile solutions. This saves you the manual, 

time-consuming and therefore cost-intensive treatment and finishing of norm standard 

profiles. 

 

HollandMT 

info@hollandmt.com  

3000  

In cooperation with Boskalis, HollandMT has successfully commissioned the 24VDC Solar 

driven powerpack. This Solarpack provides hydraulic power to remote equipment which is 

not continuously operated, such as hydraulic operated sand-fill valves. 

The Solarpack provides a robust, safe, economic and eco-friendly alternative for diesel 

driven power packs. 

 

Hoogendijk Electric B.V. 

info@hoogendijk.eu  

3202  

Innovative automation solution, compact and reliable. 

 

Hug Engineering BV 
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info.nl@hug-engineering.com  

1006  

We are your specialist for IMO TIER III, EPA and Stage V NRMM solutions. 

 

Hydravlon-1 Ltd. 

office@hydravlon.com  

6003 

Mobile bohring machine: Introducing the new drilling, welding and re-machining tool. 

The mobile rake can recover broken ears and holes from grabs, beams of cranes, hoops, 

etc.The unique technology allows perfect alignment between holes and a smooth surface 

after processing. This ensures trouble-free operation and longer life of your machines! 

 

Instruments & Controls Services B.V. (I&C Services BV) 

info@iandc.nl  

7300 

Panasia Ballast Water Treatment; 

 ValcomMarine Instrumentation; 

 Oldham Marine gasdetection. 

 

I.M.E.S.A. S.p.A. 

info@imesaspa.com  

7314  

Imesa is making many investments in R&D to study new products and is currently 

strengthening its organizational department for the service. Our highly skilled personnel 

can assure prompt intervention, commissioning and start up and long period 

maintenance activities, in 48 hours all over the world, excluding time travel. 

 

Imes GmbH 

info@imes.de  

5209  

We are pleased to present our engine analyser EPM-XPplus, a battery powered hand held 

electronic device for monitoring of cylinder pressure on 2- and 4-stroke diesel engines. 

The data can be directly evaluated and enable a quick overview about actual engine 

status for to identify and rectify misadjustment. 

 

Imotec 

info@imotec.nl  

1620  

 Within our dredging automation platform IDA we have developed intelligent 

modules to increase the production of TSHD's. We show the recent 

implementation of these modules. 

 On the exhibition we show the Alia Density Meter an electromechanical sensor for 

measuring the density of (dredging)slurries without the drawbacks of a 

radioactive sensor. 

 

Innovative Navigation GmbH 

info@innovative-navigation.de 

3307 

Assistance functions (e.g. track control assistance) for the inland waterway transport  

Project LAESSI, in cooperation with DLR, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt 

e.V.,  Alberding GmbH, FVT Fachstelle der WSV für Verkehrstechniken. The project is 

funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) under grant 

number: 03SX402.  

 

Intertek ShipCare 

shipcare@intertek.com  

1810 
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Marine fuel analysis; 

 Bunker quantity surveys; 

 Lubricant analysis; 

 Water and effluent analysis; 

 Firefighting foam analysis. 

 

Island Computer Systems Ltd (MAXSURF) 

info@maxsurf.net  

8346 

MAXSURF Release 21.10  

 

    64 bit versions only 

    Improved render lighting - specular reflections 

    New meshing functionality - simplified and enhanced 

    Structure functionality implemented in Modeler 

    Probablistic damage case enhancement 

    Multiframe precise circular patches or openings 

    Stability Criteria – Roll-back to specified angle 

    Cross Flooding times, Tank Spilling 

    Stability SQL database 

 

Italdraghe S.p.A. 

info@italdraghe.it  

5201  

Cutter suction dredgers (CSD), water jet dredgers, dredging pumps and all the necessary 

for a dredging quarry such as: booster stations, workboats, rudder-propellers, bow 

thrusters, dredging buckets and harvesters. 

 

J-Marine International Co.,Ltd. 

jason@impamarinestore.com  

8306Marine store wholesaler 

 Marine tools 

 

J.O.Engineering 

mgt@jo-eng.com  

5315 

Correct & genuine spare part sales for Hyundai engine & Korean machinery; 

 Fast delivery of spare parts as Hyundai’s authorized part sales agent; 

 Customized technical support using our Database & Technical support system; 

 Qualified service team through Hyundai’s global service net-work; 

 Competitive price by local service arrangements. 

 

Jiangsu Huashen Special Rubber Products Co., Ltd 

allen_zyr@hotmail.com  

8316 

Ordinary floating hose, armored floating hose, riser hose, hopper connection hose, 

discharge hose, suction hose, ceramic liner discharge hose and all kinds of rubber 

connectors. 

 

Jiangsu Masada Heavy Industries Co. Ltd. 

zhangminmin@masada.cn  

8309 

Electro-hydraulic windlass; 

 Electro-hydraulic winch; 

 Electric windlass; 

 Electric winch; 

 Deck crane; 
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 Steering gear; 

 Provision crane; 

 Capstan; 

 Anchoring winch; 

 Towing winch. 

 

Jiangsu Provincial Foreign Trade Corporation 

liuyingen@jsft.com  

8302 

JOC MARINE provides Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) to clients, which 

includes but not limited to Designing, Building, Supervising, Financing, Importing & 

Exporting and After Service.  

 

Jiangsu United Asia International Exhibition Co., Ltd 

liasion@uaec-expo.com  

8333 

Organizing int’l exhibitions in China & abroad, Introducing int’l fairs to Chinese companies 

and organizing National Pavilions or group participation in int’l fairs all over the world, 

Convention & Event services, Immigration services, and so on. 

 

Jiangyin Lingrui International Trade Co.,Ltd 

info@drship.com  

8308 

Composite Rockwool Panel 

 Composite Aluminum Honeycomb Panel 

 Fireproof Door 

 Sanitary Units 

 Marine Furniture 

 

Karishma Marine Solutions Pte Ltd. 

karco@karcoservices.com  

4306  

Our latest 3D animated videos on 'Mooring Accidents' and 'Rescue Boat Accident' have 

effectively depicted the gaps in the operations onboard.  

 

Korea Ship Managers' Association 

seozae@kosma2020.or.kr  

5319  

Integrated Ship Management Service 

 

 Financing, Commercial Service in the ship’s offer/ship management, Integrated 

service including forwarding agents, ship chartering and S&P; 

 Marketing beyond the local area; 

 Expansion through M&A and Network, Globalization. 

 

C. Kranendonk bv 

info@kranendonkbv.nl  

1416  

In April 2017 we added an CNC machine in our production facilities, this to improve our 

production time and quality. 

 

KSB Seil Co., Ltd. 

KSBSeil_Sales@ksb.com  

5308 

Cryogenic Globe valve - Class 150 NPS 1/2" to 24"; 

 Cryogenic Gate valve - Class 150 NPS 1" to 18"; 

 Cryogenic Check valve - Class 150 NPS 1/2" to 24". 
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Lagersmit Sealing Solutions 

info@lagersmit.com  

1315  

Looking for a sealing solution that guarantees zero-emissions of oil? That is compliant 

with the Vessel General Permit? The Supreme Ventus air-type seal is the seal that 

guarantees you this, an absolute minimum of wear and enables you to check the 

condition of the seal. 

 

Lanex a.s. 

lanex@lanex.cz  

4309  

LANEX – a specialist for composite ropes - 8 strand construction easily spliceable, 

especially the composite material has excellent abrasion resistance, prolonged service life 

compared to classic materials and 12 strands braided ropes construction makes the ropes 

more round and regular when compared to traditional 8 strands. 

 

Langkamp Technology 

info@ltbv.nl  

1717  

We offer temperature probes with a reference system. In order to check if your sensor is 

operating correctly, we have developed a special construction which makes it possible to 

verify the accuracy by adding an additional reference sensor. You don’t have to dismantle 

the entire sensor from its installation point.  

 

Lavastica International 

info@lavastica.com  

2201  

We will display the new Hatteland 55" chart table on our stand. This impressive display 

has a full multi-touch display and PIP (picture-in-picture) functionality, which makes it a 

very versatile and stylish addition to your brigde. 

 

Magotteaux SA 

2109  

Magotteaux is Partner in wear mechanism and dredging Equipment optimization by 

developing new material, especially ceramic composite alloy and techniques reducing 

wear and increasing lifetime of pump components for the dredging industry.  A complete, 

added value products range : pump casings, impellers, wear plates, pipes, draghead 

wear shoes, ceramic teeth. 

 

Magswitch Technology Korea Co., Ltd. 

magswitch@gmail.com  

5311 

Compact & Super-powerful Magnetic Tools for shipbuilding & Fabrication shops; 

 Light weight Aluminum body Hydraulic Cylinder and Pumps up to 150 tons 

capacity; 

 Clamps and Ratchet tools for shipbuilding & Fabrication shops; 

 Pneumatic Chamferring Robot and Manual Tools to meet IMO PSPC 2R3C 

regulation. 

 

Mar-In Controls BV 

info@mar-in-controls.com  

4404  

Our customized control solutions and Booster modules optionally integrated with the Soft 

Switch HFO to LFO fuel changeover system and latest technological CO2 MRV FUEL ECON 

systems, are proof of the focus on innovative solutions developed to comply with IMO 

73/78 Marpol Annex VI and the EU MRV Regulation. 
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Marlink 

sales.emea@marlink.com  

3107  

Characterised by flexibility, performance and quality of service, Marlink’s Sealink VSAT 

services provide broadband communications with the most extensive global coverage, 

backed by our expert customer support network. Diverse packages are offered, including 

Sealink Flex for regional and seasonal flexibility and Sealink Plus for integrated MSS back 

up and XChange.  

 

Marship Engineering 

info@marshipengineering.com  

3113  

DELIVAC: 

Food Waste System Vacuum based: a reliable and fit-for purpose solution  

MAGS-V8: 

Organic Waste Gasification Plant:Thermal plant for all waste fractions, exceptionally clean 

emissions, improved safety and very fuel efficient      

AQUA-SEP III:  

Reverse Osmosis Fresh Water Maker for 25m3/day to 100 m3/day from a single skid 

 

The international sea magazine "SHIPPING" 

sudohodstvo@mku.com.ua  

P113  

Specialization – travel logistic services for maritime, offshore sectors and alternative 

energy projects (such as wind or wave power farms, solar power installations); MICE. 

 

Medir International B.V. 

sales@medir.eu  

1701  

Medir has an explosion-proof 3D scanner. This system is used in ATEX zones. 

Measurements can be carried out with this system without a hot work permit being 

required. The EX 3D scanner is used, inter alia, for inspecting a hold for damages or 

scanning of a chemical plant. 

 

Menarom P.E.C. SA 

office@menarom.ro  

6617  

The company has an ISO 9001:2008 QSM certification, granted by Germanischer Lloyd. 

Also, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007. 

Its products are certified and accepted by the main classification societies, such as: 

Germanischer Lloyd, Bureau Veritas, Lloyd's Register, American Bureau of Shipping and 

Det Norske Veritas. 

 

METIS Cyberspace Technology SA 

info@metis.tech  

4213  

METIS cloud-based Virtual Agents have the expertise to monitor, measure, estimate, 

diagnose, predict and advise on various aspects of Ship Management. Any information 

will be provided in real time through a conversational user interface. METIS can get the 

data from any equipment, sensor and instrument installed on the vessel. 

 

Mirtac BV 

info@mirtac.nl  

5401 

Star Transport & Warehousing - This new module offers you advanced functions, such as 

an easy overview of available material and equipment, stored onboard or in warehouses 
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worldwide. Enables full inventory control on and offshore, packaging of multiple orders,  

internal transfers, transportation, paperwork and labels, tracking of shipment, 

repair/scrapped/returned material flows. 

 

MKK Europe B.V. 

info@mkkeuropebv.com  

8345  

MITSUBISHI's latest model, "SJ-H (Hercules) Series" has earned a good reputation by 

high separation performance since it sent on the market in 2012. SJ-H Series realizes not 

only high separation but also reduces sludge volume by our compact design & H-HIDENS 

system. SJ-H Series for your safe and effective operation. 

 

MMI Europe 

technical@mmi-europe.com  

7200  

MMI Europe represents companies providing: 

 Dock and afloat repairs; 

 BWTS - ballast water treatment systems; 

 Tail shaft seals; 

 Fuel injection; 

 Flying squads; 

 Thickness measurements. 

 

MOBILIS SA 

mobilis@mobilis-sa.com  

3103  

Mobilis offers sea and river equipment: 

A range of hybrid modular or polyethylene buoys in order to ensure maximum service 

stability and visibility, data acquisition buoys, fixed lighting solutions, pylon and masts, 

LED lighting, surveillance systems, remote monitoring and supervision, solutions of solar 

and wind energy, mooring buoys, floating pipes, accessories. 

 

Nantong Haizhou Marine Equipment Co.,Ltd 

wilsonwang@nthzcb.com  

8310 

 SCBA; 

 EEBD; 

 Nozzle; 

 Immersion suit; 

 Lifejacket. 

 

Nautical Foil Solutions B.V. 

info@nauticalfoil.nl  

8301  

The product AFS28; a developed film that is a sustainable and environmentally friendly 

alternative for the increasingly environmentally unfriendly paints. This antifouling is 

intended to counteract the growth of microorganisms and is environmentally friendly. A 

ship using AFS28 foil has 4.8% less drag than with the smooth paints. 

 

NAVA Ltd. 

nava@nava.com.pl  

3008  

"3D Laser scanning" allow us to create complete 3D model. Our knowledge how to 

reconstruct existing structures in 3D model space and to design in this environment 

made it possible to arrange new systems into the maze of present equipment without 

collisions. 
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Nick Danese Applied Research 

ndar@ndar.com  

6407  

 SSI/EnterprisePlatform-Shipconstructor - ARAS integration; 

 ShipConstructor v2018: Pipe autorouting; 

 EnterprisePlatform v2018: full server/client nodes Information Hub; 

 MAESTRO v11.5: extended Navy; 

 GHS v15.5: 3D Render, ms-Word export; 

 ShipWeight v12: custom environment; 

 AutoFEM v2.8: model acquisition; 

 Orca3D v1.4: extended design & analysis; 

 ShipConstructor/MAESTRO/GHS/ShipWeight: interfaced/integrated design 

environment. 

 

NEHO Speciaal Techniek B.V. 

info@nstbv.nl  

2305  

Hybrid solutions which leads to significant (70%) fuel savings. 

NEW: Victron Quattro 48V 15 kVA, an inverter & charger in 1 cabinet. 

 

NEW CONNECTION Industrial Products 

info@new-connection.nl  

4405  

New is the handy stainless pipe repair clamp type NC.-BRH, with a type of lock bolt 

closure. It is unique that the screw thread V.D. bolt stays in the bolt bar and the bolt 

head acts as lock bolt closure. No search for threaded, just move the bolt back and 

tighten. 

 

Next Ocean 

info@nextocean.nl  

6120  

Next Ocean predicts when and where high waves occur. This enables offshore operators 

to choose an optimal time window free of high waves for the most critical phase of their 

operation rather than wait for better conditions or ‘hope’ for the best. 

 

Nidec 

info@controltechniques.nl  

5004 

Control Techniques and Leroy-Somer are suppliers of innovative marine technology. In 

association with Mayday Electronics they have developed a new high-performance 

propulsion system for CNB Pro. For this parallel hybrid solution they chose the Dyneo 

permanent magnet motor because of its high output, integrated cooling system and 

compact aluminum housing. 

 

Ningbo Red-Sun Marine Pump Manufactory Co.,Ltd. 

rdsjishubu@163.com  

8326  

Ningbo Red-Sun Marine Pump Co.,Ltd., Produce Marine Water Pump, Marine Oil 

Pump(Lubricating Oil Pump,Bilge Sewage water(oil) pump, Cargo Pumps)etc Proffesional 

facility for the Marine Ship. 

 

Nonius Engineering LTD 

sales@noniusgroup.ru  

1617 

We offer automation, monitoring, and visualization means for cutter suction dredgers, 

trailing suction hopper dredgers, chain bucket dredgers, backhoe dredgers, grab 

dredgers, and floating cranes: 
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 Nonius TSHD; 

 Nonius CSD; 

 Nonius SlurryMeter; 

 Nonius Backhoe; 

 Nonius MultiBucket; 

 Nonius Grab. 

Aid to Navigation with remote monitoring and control system: 

 Nonius AtoN 

 

Noris Group GmbH 

info@noris-group.com  

1621  

NORISTAR 4 is a modular and flexible propulsion control for CPP, FPP, POD and all types 

of thruster systems with many additional functions. We develop local control and 

operating panels (LOPs) in one-off or series production and can be used to monitor and 

control engines, gearboxes, drive systems, auxiliary systems.  

 

NRF BV 

marine@nrf.eu  

1110  

From now on NRF is THE address for your box cooler parts. Besides the complete coolers 

we supply parts like gaskets, drain plugs, bolts and nuts, mounting kits. The parts will be 

produced completely custom-made (for you) and within 24 hours. 

 

Ocean Signal Ltd 

info@oceansignal.com  

8442  

Ocean Signal is launching a new product this year to add to its portfolio of high quality 

equipment for commercial operators and crew. The current range includes the E101V 

float-free EPIRB with integrated VDR memory capsule and the M100 MSLD man 

overboard device with AIS and 121.5MHz homing beacon. 

 

Oriental Precision & Engineering Co., Ltd 

jhpark@opco.co.kr  

5310 

 Hose Handling Crane: It is designed by compact and durable construction has the 

best advantage of handling oil hose for VLCC, ULCC and LPG; 

 Provision Crane: It is electro-hydraulic driven self contained power pack and used 

for handling provisions and engine spares for most ships. 

 

PandID B.V. 

info@pandid.nl  

3002 

Line Blind Valves 

 

Pentair Fairbanks Nijhuis 

info.nijhuis@pentair.com  

1206  

With successful innovations such as the  bi-directional anti-heeling pump, the fish-

friendly pump and the fish-friendly turbine, we have demonstrated that we can adapt to 

trends and developments in the market. Our most recent innovation is the bi-directional 

tidal turbine. This turbine generates  energy from tidal currents, but also is fish-friendly. 

 

Praxis Automation Technology BV 

info@praxis-automation.com  

3302  
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Praxis Automation Technology BV has extended the Mega-Guard product range with a 

new enviromental friendly propulsion product for ships - the new Green Propulsion. We 

provide a total in-house developed and manufactured electric and hybrid propulsion 

solution for shipowners and shipyards who care about the environment and on-board 

safety. 

 

Prisma Electronics 

info@prisma.gr  

4112  

LAROS is a sophisticated and comprehensive Remote Condition Monitoring & Performance 

Analysis system. It utilizes wireless collectors that gather fully automatically raw data 

from any signal source. This Big Data is fed into LAROS DAS software that facilitates 

multi-dimensional performance analysis featuring dashboards, customized reports & 

efficiency KPIs. 

 

Prolance Marine Flooring B.V. 

info@prolancemarineflooring.com  

1733  

Prolance offers flooring solutions to: Offshore vessels, Yachts, River cruises, Ferry's, 

Cruise ships, inland navigation vessels and for drilling rigs. We operate in the 

refurbishment as well as in the newbuild. In addition we offer Service & Maintenance for 

our flooring -and interior solutions. 

 

Pronomar B.V. 

info@pronomar.com  

2303  

In collaboration with JoBird a new type of drying cabinet, produced from robust GRP and 

carrying Lloyd’s Type Test Approval, will be showcased. 

The latest concept of ready-made drying containers, a cooperation with ELA-Container-

Offshore-GmbH, is introduced. The drying containers for both on- and offshore use are 

available forrent and sale. 

 

Regulateurs Europa B.V. 

sales@regulateurs-europa.com  

1317  

Electro-Hydraulic Governors: REGULATEURS EUROPA's latest development is a 

microprocessor controlled hydraulic governor, which combines the well proven RE 

hydraulic governors with a special developed HEINZMANN digital control: the DG 2800.14 

governor which is a microprocessor controlled hydraulic governor for diesel or dual-fuel 

engines and steam turbines. 

 

Remat BV 

sales@remat.nl  

2507  

REMAT presents two of the newest Ingeteam high efficient diesel electric propulsion 

systems  

 The INGEDRIVE E3-Ship system, which achieves fuel savings of up to 24%  

 The INGEDRIVE H hybrid electric drive designed for hybrid electric drive solutions. 

 

Remat Introduces the new design of the compact and modular built watercooled power 

RESISTOR 

 

RH Marine 

info@rhmarine.com  

1127  

RH Marine will introduce the next generation Alarm, Monitoring and Control Systems 

(AMCS) on Europort. The Rhodium AMCS is the successor of the UniMACS and FT 
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NavVision automation systems. The future-ready Rhodium AMCS automation system is a 

scalable solution that can be applied on vessels of all sizes and types. 

 

Romer Environmental Protection (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 

salesdirector@romertech.com  

8317  

Standard Features: One-Key Operation, High Purified Water Production 

Product Series: Marine Series, Island Resorts Series, Brackish Water Series, 

Containerized Series, Offshore Series, Solar & Wind Powered Series. 

 

Rubber Design B.V. 

info@rubberdesign.nl  

1001  

Torgue Compensation System: 

The newly developed TCS provides a mounting option with only a fraction of the stiffness 

compared to conventional gear-box mountings. 

SMART-LINK: 

Rubber Design SMART-LINK flexible coupling (Stable Movement, Axial, Radial, Torsional) 

is a newly developed coupling using torque-links with interior cord inlays. 

 

Safetmade Marine Products CO 

sales@safetbag.com  

1410:  

 Ex-proof torch; 

 50t pad eye tester. 

 

SCHAAF GmbH & Co. KG 

info@schaaf-gmbh.com  

1712  

Experience our products GripLoc, ExpaTen, GripCon, MSN - Multiple Stud Nuts and many 

more. 

 

Seaguard Italanodi Srl. 

com@seaguard.it  

5016  

 Zinc, Aluminum, Magnesium anodes;  

 Impressed current cathodic protection systems;   

 Antifouling systems; Custom anodes;  

 Corrosion control service;  

 Inspection and test instruments;  

 Chemical tests. 

 

s.e.e. Merré & CIB 

contact@merre.fr  

8423  

We benefit from our knowledge and skills acquired for nearly a century of shipbuilding in 

order to provide high quality services. Based on our long history of specialized vessels 

construction, we provide tailor-made solutions to meet the specific needs of our 

customers. 

 

Shandong Longao Rubber Co.,Ltd 

shipservice@sgjzqn.cn  

8314  

Longao pneumatic rubber fender is the molded tech production ,totally different with 

others Chinese fender. The quality by strictly controlled and inspected by ISO17357:1-

2014 standard . 

5 years guarantee 
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15 years lifetime 

DNV.GL ABS,BV,certifications 

 

Shenzhen Marinesat Network Technology Co.,Ltd. 

chenyi@marinasat.com  

8304  

Marinesat provides products and services, likes VoIP, remote video and ship data 

monitoring, etc. 

The Marinesat VAST Iridium plan is the most stable and cost-effective satellite 

communication system in the world and can truly achieve the worldwide coverage 

(including the north and south poles). 

 

Simrad 

8500  

Simrad's product range spans radar, ECDIS, sounder, heading sensors, gyros and VHF, 

with easy networking options including autopilot, instruments and SART/EPIRB safety 

products. Our latest navigation solutions include; R3016 Radar System and Control Unit, 

S2016 Fish Finder and E50xx ECDIS System. 

 

SLCE Watermakers 

slce@slce.net  

8422  

RO watermakers with Energy Recovery Systems 

Compact units up to 50m3/24h 

Modular units up to 1500m3/24h 

Numerous available options: technical water production, remineralisation up to Navy 

Standards, Chlorination, UV sterilizer, in-line measurements of PH, TAC, TH, T°C... 

Design, Installation, Commissioning and After Sales Service Worldwide 

 

Socius 

info@socius.hr 

6616  

Socius Ltd. - Since 1998 Number One PMS Database factory in EU, introducing at 

Europort 2017: Generic PMS databases importable into any Computerised Maintenance 

Management System. Databases are delivered in an internally developed standard format 

ready for an easy&smooth import into any CMMS and any SQL or Oracle database.  

 

Socomec 

info.nl@socomec.com  

8403  

Switches 

 Load break switch: SIRCO; 

 Manual transfer switch: SIRCOVER; 

 Automatic transfer switch: ATyS. 

Fuse protection 

 Fuse disconnector switch: FUSERBLOC; 

 Fuse holder: RM-RMS. 

Enclosure & accessories 

 Busbar support Edgewise mounting: SBC; 

 Busbar support Flat mounting: SB; 

 Other supports. 

UPS 

 From 1,1 kVA to 3,3 kVA:  NeTYS-RT-M. 

 

Sormec SRL 

info@sormec.net  

8106  
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Sormec provides an after sales service network in ordeer to support on site as well as by 

direct contact with the head office for the fastest solution achievement. 

 

SpanSet Nederland BV 

info@spanset.nl  

5200  

As an international corporation with high innovative strength, SpanSet sets quality 

standards in load control, height safety and lifting. SpanSet provides services to various 

sectors, including shipbuilding, petrochemicals, offshore and wind, defense, port and 

stowage companies, fire brigades and contractors. 

 

Sperre Rotterdam B.V. 

rotterdam@sperre.com  

3100  

Sperre delivers since this year complete starting air compressor containers also, for 

flexible plug and play installation. 

 

SPM Marine & Offshore B.V. 

info@spmmarineoffshore.com  

1301  

SPM presents Intellinova® Parallel EN - Reliability at work Intellinova® Parallel EN is the 

most advanced system in the Intellinova® range. Well suited for applications running 

within a very limited timeframe. With parallel measurement capability on up to sixteen 

channels, Intellinova® Parallel EN is a perfect fit. 

 

STARTER 

contact@groupedld.com  

1614 

Tugger winches developped by STARTER teams equip many tug boats all around the 

world.STARTER tugging solutions are robust and cost effective. Tugger winches are 

equipped with low speed and high torque motors, automatic band brake and constant 

tension systems. STARTER tugging systems develop effort up to 50 tons. 

 

Stentor Industries BV 

info@stentorindustries.nl  

1225  

Stentor is now fully certified for manufacturing and certified welding of High Tensile 

Strength Steel structures. Our Steelworks division has manufactured a variety of 

products for mining, recycling and bulkhanding applications. We focus on serial 

production of heavy and labour intensive products that require special welding and strict 

quality control. 

 

Straathof Controls BV 

info@straathofcontrols.nl  

1816  

 Fully programmable propulsion control system customized to customer 

preferences; 

 Maintenance and remote service over the ethernet by use of bluetooth 

communication; 

 Single-handed joystick control as an extension of the propulsion control system; 

 iQX, iQP and iQW propulsion control systems, programmed with iPad. 

 

Teijin Aramid B.V. 

info@teijinaramid.com  

6001  

Teijin Aramid presents its aramid fibers Twaron® and Technora®. When integrated into 

mooring lines, these lines can be significantly lighter without compromising on strength, 
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making them much easier to handle in comparison to steel. In addition, Twaron®- or 

Technora®-based mooring lines have virtually no creep and offer superb heat resistance. 

 

Tessilmare Srl 

info@tessilmare.com  

4005 

  

The new Bino 40 is recommended for small to medium sizes boats or vessels.  

It doesn’t have the stainless-steel bar inside it, like the 65 and 90 models. This means 

that you’ll save a considerable amount of time to install it. Quicker to fit and lower costs! 

 

Testlab Finland Ltd. 

info@testlab.fi  

1317  

FuelMACS, Modular solution for optimal route planning and efficiency 

 Safe fuel; 

 Think lean and green; 

 Be compliant; 

 Ad weather forecast; 

 Stay connected. 

Not only substantial savings, but also sustainable savings 

 

TIDEMAN boats BV 

info@tidemanboats.com  

4101  

RBB 550 OB D-torque 

 

TMA SRL 

info@tmawinches.com  

1618 

In prompt response to the requests for more efficient and safer hoisting operations TMA's 

internal Technical Department has elaborated special projects to equip its own winches of 

high quality with Constant Tension, Overload Protection (AOPS, MOPS) and Heave 

Compensation systems as well as with emergency lowering device and load limiter. 

 

Tosec B.V. 

info@tosec.nl  

3101  

Tosec is specialized in producing a wide variety of half fabricated XL steel products. 

With a wide range of machinery we have a unique range of possibilities to manufacture 

your products.The expertise of our employees is a necessary component to realize  the 

most complex products. Certificates ISO 3834-2. 

 

TrustLube B.V. 

info@trustlube.com  

2202  

At TrustLube innovation is in our blood. Hence our slogan “Innovation starts here”. A 

short overview of our unique products: AISI 316 hose reel custom-made grease 

sprockets, filling stations, grease bags, ATEX systems, monitoring systems from simple 

but efficient until high-end, smart lubrication intervals and modern high-tech lubricants. 

 

UAD Service + Vertriebs UG (hb) 

info@uad-online.de  

1731  

Level Switches Made in Germany 

 High quality and corrosion resistant materials; 

 Integrated test button; 
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 Integrated temperature measurement (Pt 100); 

 Different process connections; 

 Shipbuilding / ATEX approvals. 

We have delivered about more than 16.000 level switches in the last years! 

 

B.V. Technisch Bureau Uittenbogaart 

info@tbu.nl  

1104  

New in our delivery program Poloplast push fit piping. The first drainage pipe with 

multilayer polypropylene technology in the world,which is also suitable for vacuum lines. 

Easy and quick installation. Very low in noise and weight which reduces the total weight 

of the ship. 

 

Unisite Group Ltd. 

info@unisite.com.cn  

8312  

Dredger&Dredger Equipment, pump, spud, suction pipe, cardan Joints, turning gland, 

gantry, overflow, loading box, bow coupling, bottom door, DW pipe, suction mouth, gate 

valve, mooring system, Drag/cutter head, etc. 

Marine & dredging Components, platform & pontoon, pipe, piling line, etc. 

Machining Components, casting, machining, forging, stamping, etc. 

Design and Engineering. 

 

UTECO SA 

uteco@uteco.gr  

4112  

UTECO’s Temperature Probes product range has obtained Marine Type Approval from 

Lloyds Register (LR). 

 

Van Meeuwen Lubrication BV 

info@vanmeeuwen.com  

7400  

Royal Purple BiomaxTM Oil is an environmentally acceptable, high performance lubricant 

formulated for heavy loaded hydraulic systems and gears in marine applications. Royal 

Purple Biomax products are EU Ecolabel certified and meet the requirements of the 2013 

Vessel General Permit (VGP) 

 

Van Oossanen Fluid Dynamics 

info@oossanen.nl  

8005  

 Hull analysis, broad spectrum optimisation and custom advice;  

 CFD subscriptions offer clients the possibility to make use of our advanced 

software. Online ship analysis via www.cfdanalysis.com; 

 The patented Fast Displacement Hull Form (FDHF) that allows for best 

performance on all speed levels: a unique efficient and comfortable hull concept. 

 

NTB Venteville B.V. 

info@venteville.com  

8211  

On display Evoqua's unique compact electro chlorination skid "SeaCure" for ballast water 

treatment. Besides this we will show BioSea's UV installation which we also use for our 

technical training program in collaboration with Radio Holland. 

 

Veolia Water Technologies Deutschland GmbH 

veoliawatertech.bremen@veolia.com  

1817  
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To underline the top performance of the bilge water treatment solution, RWO has 

optimized the two-steps- filtration process which is a combination of a highly effective 

open permeable coalescer together with a second stage hydrocarbon polisher. 

Furthermore RWO created Consumable Kits for the OWS-COM which fit best to 

operational requirements. 

 

Vesconite Bearings 

vesconite@vesconite.com  

6413  

Vesconite is a specialised thermoplastic made from internally lubricated polymers. 

Vesconite gives low wear in dirty or unlubricated conditions. Up to 10 times the life of 

bronze in dirty conditions. Vesconite does not swell in water. 

 

Viega 

info@viega.nl  

8344  

Viega Seapress - the press system for shipbuilding 

Pipe systems which come into contact with seawater must satisfy the highest demands. 

The solution: Viega Seapress CuNiFe90/10. The corrosion-resistant copper-nickel-iron 

alloy of the press connectors is manufactured in accordance with international standards. 

 

Wasa Dredging 

firstname.surname@wasadredging.fi  

2307  

We have recently finalized two pcs. 1001 cbm. self propelled split barges. They will serve 

our own as well as our customers need of transporting dredging soils and masses. The 

sister vessels are 66,5m long 11,5m wide and are named SINANN and BOANN. 

 

We4Sea b.v.  

info@we4sea.com  

6120  

We4Sea is capable of normalizing fuel consumption data for weather effects, essential for 

benchmarking of ships. There is no need for additional hardware on-board to get started.  

Our tools can accurately and transparently predict and measure real-world fuel 

consumption benefits delivered by efficiency technologies. 

 

Yanmar Europe BV 

sales-commercialmarine-yeu@yanmar.com  

1220  

New, our 6AYEM-GT 20 litre common-rail-unit. This in-line turbocharged and charge air-

cooled-diesel is available in ratings from 485kW continuous to 749kW maximum at 1,840 

to 2,000 rpm. It offers high torque combined with low emissions, low noise and low 

smoke, thanks to careful design of the multi-point-injectors and combustion chamber. 

 

Yuyao Tianyi Special Carbon Fiber Co.,Ltd. 

tianyi_63@vip.163.com  

8327 

 Fire Blanket; 

 Welding Blanket ; 

 High Temperature Fabric. 

 

ZheJiang Haiji Marine Electric Co.,Ltd. 

zjhaijiexport@vip.163.com  

8307  

Marine Navigation Signal Light, Fluorescent Pendant Light, Incandescent Pendant Light, 

Search Light, Ex-proof Light,Marine Plug & Scoket, Junction box, Switch, Marine Electric 

Bell. 

mailto:vesconite@vesconite.com
mailto:info@viega.nl
mailto:firstname.surname@wasadredging.fi
mailto:info@we4sea.com
mailto:sales-commercialmarine-yeu@yanmar.com
mailto:tianyi_63@vip.163.com
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ZheJiang HaiLun Rope And Net Co.,Ltd. 

jin@hlrope.cn  

8313 

 UHMWPE ROPE; 

 UHMWPE ROPE For Ocean Engineering Platform; 

 Polypropylene ＆ Polyester MIXED ROPE; 

 Double Braid Rope; 

 Combination Rope(fiber Steel); 

 Nylon Synthetic Fiber Rope; 

 Polyamide Multifilament（Nylon）Rope; 

 Polyester Rope; 

 PP ROPE; 

 Fishing Net 

 

mailto:jin@hlrope.cn

